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INTRODUCTION

WPIG, a new cryptocurrency set to launch in June 2021,
aims to be one of the fastest-growing coins in the world. WPIG is a decentralized, mission-driven
cryptocurrency project introducing mainstream cryptocurrency concepts in a user-friendly,
integrated package.

DISCLAIMER

It is not intended to create or In any way put into effect a contractual relationship in any way
through the information contained in this whitepaper. This whitepaper is primarily designed to
provide relevant information to potential holders so that they can comprehensively analyze the
project and make an informed decision. It is imperative that you read
this whitepaper carefully before partaking in WPIG. Statements,
estimates, and financial information in this whitepaper incorporate and
consider certain known and unknown risk factors, which could affect
estimated results in fact or influence them substantially, differing
factually and significantly from those featured in forward-looking
statements.
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WPIG’S list of products includes...
$WPIG TOKEN

stract

$WPIG features a 10% Culture Contribution Tax (CCT),
4% redistribution to holders, as a result of which existing
holders automatically earn SWPIG during each
transaction. The other 4% will go back to the Liquidity
Pool (LP).2% is allocated to the project party for research and
development

Hop into Wonderland! Welcome to WPIG...
WPIG SWAP (IN PROGRESS)

This decentralized exchange allows holders to trade any
Heco token for another, and it offers custom
Founded in August 2021, WPIG aims to functionality.
be a decentralized meme project with a
WPIG TEAPARTY (IN PROGRESS)
real purpose.
A core aim of WPIG is to make popular
cryptocurrency concepts more accessible
to the public. With WPIG, holders get to
experience next-gen developments like
frictionless yield, NFTs, and
decentralized exchanges.

We also feature artists from community contests who
earn staking fees from NFT Marketplace, which allows
users to stake WPIG to earn NFTs.
TRAIL of WONDERS (IN PROGRESS)

A Wallet Tracker that enables Holders track their
earnings from $WPIG, as well as their wallet balance and
token prices.
WPIG in WONDERLAND (IN PROGRESS) WPIG

holders can make use of the merchandise store to promote
WPIG in real life. All proceeds from the store will
support WPIG'S growth.
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Values
TRANSPARENCY
WPIG keeps its WPIGholders and holders informed at
every stage of the company's growth by maintaining
open communication.

COMMUNITY

At the end of the day, WPIG is a community owned
company, so we encourage collaboration between
members on marketing, development, community
management, and more.

TRUST
There is no substitute for trust when it comes to cryptocurrencies. By
ensuring holder funds' security, we mean not only providing
transparency. (E.g, include audits of WPIG's code.)

LONGEVITY
WPIG looks forward to a long-term partnership. A significant
investment will result from our long-term plan, which is not dependent
on temporary trends.

Token

In June 2021, Heco Smart Chain will launch a Heco token called WPIG.
10% Culture Contribution Tax (CCT), 4% redistribution to holders, as a result of which
WPIGtoken.finance

existing holders automatically earn WPIG during each transaction. The other 4% will go
back to the MDEX Pool (LP).2% is allocated to the project party for research and
development
Max supply of token is 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
On August 15th, 10% of the total supply will enter MDEX (LP).
On August 30th, 20% of the total supply will enter MDEX (LP).
On Septembet 15th, 20% of the total supply will enter MDEX (LP).
On September 30, 20% of the total supply will enter MDEX (LP).
20% of the total supply has been burned from the main wallet
10% of the total supply will be airdropped to the initial supporters of the cryptocurrency
world and random wallet

holders.
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SWAP TEAPARTY
WPIG SWAP is a decentralized
exchange (DEX), users can swap any
Heco token for another one.
With the help of MDEX, one of the
world's largest and safest DEXes,
WPIG will be able to develop its own
functionality for WPIG holders.

WPIG
WPIG TEAPARTY is the official NFT
marketplace which encourages holders
to have digital pets and grow them!
Holders can stake (deposit) their
$WPIG tokens to gain exclusive WPIG
NFTs featured by us or artists that are
part of the WPIG community.
Artists are allowed to showcase their
work on the marketplace. Portions of
the fees generated by the NFTs are
distributed to the artists, while the rest
funds WPIG.

TRAIL OF WONDERS
Users can track their SWPIG token stats
over time with TRAIL of WON- DERS.
In addition to passive income, SWPIG
statistics include the total balance of the
cryptocurrency, USD value, and price
charts-

WPIG IN
WONDERLAND
By offering holders official
merchandise, WPIG in WONDERLAND takes WPIG to the mainstream.
Holders can fund future development
of WPIG using cryptocurrency-
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HOOFPRINT
PHASE 1 - LAUNCH

-3,000 Holders

-1,000 Holders
-Website Launch
-CoinGecko Listing
・ 2,000 Telegram Members
- Community Marketing Fund
・ Marketing Campaign
- CoinMarketCap Listing

IN PROGRESS

IN PROGRESS

PHASE 3 ■ EXPANSION
IN PROGRESS

・ WPIG Swap (Decentralize
・ Exchange)
・ Initial CEX Listings (Hotbit, Bilaxy,
CoinTiger)
-15,000 Telegram Members
-30,000 Holders

PHASE 4 ■ UTILITY
IN PROGRESS

-WPIG Burrow (NFT
-Marketplace)
-WPIG Trail of Wonders (Wallet and
Passive Income Tracker)
-WPIG in WONDERLAND
(Merchandise Store)
-3 More CEX Listings
-50,000 Telegram Members
-90,000 Holders
-Influencer Marketing
Partnerships
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PHASE 2 ■
GROWTH
5,000 Telegram Members
Website Redesign
9,000 Holders
10,000 Telegram Members 18,000
Holders

ongs to the entire community and no tokens are reserved for the team. As a result, it relies
primarily on donations and the work of
volunteers.

USE OF RAISED FUNDS

Funds contributed by our community
will go towards three things:
1) Marketing

Using influencers on social media,
advertisements on the Internet, and
events to promote the brand
2) Exchange Listings

Reaching new audiences through
new exchange listings
3) Product Development

The WPIG ecosystem will be expanded

ET

0x393Cf8c61Fc3DE224DCBd7EB245b0D6954978536
Accepts: Any Heco token
Prefers: $BNB, SWPIG

in accordance with our trail
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Stay Updated

http://WPIGtoken.com/=

